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Abstract
Our knowledge of the diversity and frequency of genomic structural variation segregating in populations of large double-
stranded (ds) DNA viruses is limited. Here, we sequenced the genome of a baculovirus (Autographa californica multiple nucle-
opolyhedrovirus [AcMNPV]) purified from beet armyworm (Spodoptera exigua) larvae at depths >195,000 using both short-
(Illumina) and long-read (PacBio) technologies. Using a pipeline relying on hierarchical clustering of structural variants
(SVs) detected in individual short- and long-reads by six variant callers, we identified a total of 1,141 SVs in AcMNPV, includ-
ing 464 deletions, 443 inversions, 160 duplications, and 74 insertions. These variants are considered robust and unlikely to
result from technical artifacts because they were independently detected in at least three long reads as well as at least three
short reads. SVs are distributed along the entire AcMNPV genome and may involve large genomic regions (30,496 bp on aver-
age). We show that no less than 39.9 per cent of genomes carry at least one SV in AcMNPV populations, that the vast major-
ity of SVs (75%) segregate at very low frequency (<0.01%) and that very few SVs persist after ten replication cycles, consis-
tent with a negative impact of most SVs on AcMNPV fitness. Using short-read sequencing datasets, we then show that
populations of two iridoviruses and one herpesvirus are also full of SVs, as they contain between 426 and 1,102 SVs carried
by 52.4–80.1 per cent of genomes. Finally, AcMNPV long reads allowed us to identify 1,757 transposable elements (TEs) inser-
tions, 895 of which are truncated and occur at one extremity of the reads. This further supports the role of baculoviruses as
possible vectors of horizontal transfer of TEs. Altogether, we found that SVs, which evolve mostly under rapid dynamics of
gain and loss in viral populations, represent an important feature in the biology of large dsDNA viruses.
VC The Author(s) 2020. Published by Oxford University Press.
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
which permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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1. Introduction
Estimating the evolutionary potential of viral populations is
key to our understanding of how and how fast viruses may
evolve in response to new environmental constraints. Such
potential is directly linked to the genetic diversity of
viral populations, which has been well characterized in only
a handful of viruses. RNA viruses display high mutation rates,
large population sizes, and fast replication dynamics, which
all together generate clouds of genetically linked single nucle-
otide variants that functionally cooperate and collectively
contribute to the fitness of the viral population (Lauring and
Andino 2010; Acevedo, Brodsky, and Andino 2014).
Such extremely high levels of polymorphism allow RNA vi-
ruses to rapidly adapt to the various host and cellular
environments they may be exposed to (Lauring, Frydman,
and Andino 2013; Sanjua´n and Domingo-Calap 2016). It also
makes the outcome of infection difficult to predict, and thus
poses major challenges to the prevention and treatment of vi-
ral diseases.
In contrast to most RNA viruses, which do not encode
error-correcting polymerases, large double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) viruses use high-fidelity, proofreading polymerases
(Duffy, Shackelton, and Holmes 2008; Sanjua´n and Domingo-
Calap 2016). As a consequence, the mutation rate of
large dsDNA viruses is two to four orders of magnitude lower
than that of RNA viruses. Despite these lower mutation rates,
populations of large dsDNA viruses exhibit very high nucleo-
tide diversity. For example, high-throughput sequencing
approaches have revealed several thousands of single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) segregating in populations
of the human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) (Renzette et al. 2013,
2015, 2017), the Autographa californica multiple nucleopolyhe-
drovirus (AcMNPV) (Chateigner et al. 2015), and human her-
pesvirus 2 (Akhtar et al. 2019). Although the majority of
these SNPs are at low frequency and likely neutral, a
fraction was shown to be under positive selection and in-
volved in rapid adaptation during intra-host evolution
(Renzette et al. 2013).
In addition to SNPs, another source of genetic diversity
found in viral populations is structural variation, which may be
defined as deletions, insertions, inversions, duplications and
translocations (Alkan, Coe, and Eichler 2011). Some forms of
structural variants (SVs), leading to defective viral genomes
(DVGs), have been the subject of extensive experimentation be-
cause of the negative impact they have on viral replication
(Marriott and Dimmock 2010). DVGs were first discovered in
populations of the Influenza A virus and have since been exten-
sively studied in RNA viruses (Manzoni and Lo´pez 2018). Their
presence in RNA viral populations is pivotal to the intra-host
dynamics of viral infections, to the point that abnormal deple-
tion in DVG can lead to severe disease outcomes (Vasilijevic
et al. 2017). Such DVGs, provided they contain all the signals
necessary for packaging, can outcompete complete viral
genomes and rapidly cause important drops in overall virus
titers (Li et al. 2011). RNA virus DVGs are also known to play a
role in the induction of the interferon-mediated antiviral re-
sponse (Lopez 2014) as well as in the Dicer-dependent viral
DNA-mediated antiviral RNAi response in insects (Poirier et al.
2018).
Historically, DVGs have been less studied in large dsDNA vi-
ruses. With the development of protein expression vectors,
most experiments focused on baculoviruses (De Gooijer et al.
1992). Experimental assays coupled to population genetics
modeling characterized interactions between complete and
DVGs (Bull, Godfray, and O’Reilly 2003; Zwart, Tromas, and
Elena 2013) to assess what proportion of DVGs may be optimal
to limit the persistence of complete viruses used as biopesti-
cides (Kool et al. 1991; Godfray, Reilly, and Briggs 1997). These
approaches mostly revealed a negative impact of DVGs on virus
replication and production. Yet, in natural viral populations
beneficial interactions may exist between defective and com-
plete viral genomes, as mixtures are more pathogenic than
clonal wild type populations (Simo´n et al. 2006). Besides baculo-
viruses, a high proportion of non-canonical viral genomes have
also been detected in populations of human herpesviruses us-
ing molecular combing or Sanger sequencing (Mahiet et al.
2012).
Despite the impact of SVs on viral population dynamics and
infection outcome, our knowledge on their full spectrum and
frequency remains limited. Next generation sequencing (NGS)
offers potent tools to probe the extent of SV diversity in large vi-
ral populations (Acevedo and Andino 2014). However, most
studies of viral SVs using NGS have so far focused on major var-
iants through assembling and comparing consensus genomes
from different viral strains (Szpara et al. 2014; Karamitros et al.
2016, 2018). Surveys of intra-host viral SVs, as detected in indi-
vidual sequencing reads, remain scarce, and often limited to
specific, targeted rearrangements (Elde et al. 2012; Sasani et al.
2018). One of the most comprehensive NGS-based analysis of
SVs diversity has been conducted on the flock house virus (FHV;
Alphanodaviridae) after replication in Drosophila melanogaster S2
cells (Routh et al. 2015; Jaworski and Routh 2017). These studies
led to the characterization of hundreds of different recombina-
tion events along the FHV RNA1 and FHV RNA2 genome seg-
ments and unveiled the precise dynamics and mechanisms
underlying the emergence of DVGs during serial passaging of
the virus in cell culture over a 1-month period.
One limitation of NGS to study SVs is the well-known pro-
pensity of both long- and short-read sequencing technologies,
to generate artificial chimeras, which are difficult to distinguish
from biological recombination events, during library construc-
tion (Tsai et al. 2014; Griffith et al. 2018; Peccoud et al. 2018). In
addition, the quantity of viral particles that are directly recov-
ered from natural hosts is often relatively small, which makes it
difficult to purify enough viral DNA to prepare sequencing li-
braries. All NGS studies of SVs in viral populations have thus so
far been done using viruses passaged in cell lines. Here, we
sought to estimate the diversity of SVs that segregate in large
dsDNA virus populations following natural host infections.
First, we sequenced a large population of AcMNPV genomes pu-
rified from Spodoptera exigua larvae using both short-read
Illumina and long-read PacBio sequencing technologies in par-
allel. Using a novel pipeline involving hierarchical clustering of
SVs detected by six variant callers, we counted SVs present in
both sequencing datasets. As PacBio and Illumina technologies
are subject to different biases, we reasoned that SVs retrieved
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from both datasets are unlikely to derive from technical arti-
facts and can be considered robust. Based on the results
obtained for AcMNPV, we then estimated SVs in populations of
two other invertebrate large dsDNA viruses, the invertebrate iri-
descent virus 31 (IIV31) and 6 (IIV6) extracted from adults of the
pillbug Armadillidium vulgare and from larvae of the moth
Sesamia nonagrioides, respectively, and in a population of the
HCMV purified from MRC5 cells.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Infection of S. exigua larvae with AcMNPV
The AcMNPV-WP10 isolate (Chateigner et al. 2015) was used to
infect 150 fourth instar larvae of the beet armyworm (S. exigua)
using the diet plug method (Sparks, Li, and Bonning 2008). Each
moth larva was fed 100,000 occlusion bodies (OBs) per 5 mm3
diet plug. Upon host death, which occurred 2–5 days post-infec-
tion, OBs were first filtered through cheesecloth, purified twice
by centrifugation (10 min at 7,000 rpm) with 0.1 per cent sodium
dodecyl sulfate, then distilled water, and finally resuspended in
water. Approximately 1.5  1010 OBs were treated as described
in Gilbert et al. (2014) to provide about 50 mg of high-quality
dsDNA (about 5.82  1011 genomes assuming 100 genomes per
OB; Ackermann and Smirnoff, 1983; Slack and Arif, 2006;
Rohrmann, 2014). Briefly, OBs were purified by a percoll gradient
at pH 7.5, sucrose 0.25 M (9 V of percoll/sucrose solution were
added to 1 V of virus solution) with a centrifugation step (30
min at 15,000 g, 4C). OBs were dissolved using Na2CO3 to re-
lease nucleocapsids (O’Reilly, Miller, and Luckow 1992). Viral
DNA was then extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini kit
(Qiagen).
2.2 Infection of A. vulgarewith IIV31
A solution containing IIV31 viral particles was obtained through
grinding a piece of cuticle from a naturally infected A. vulgare
individual collected on the campus of the University of
California Riverside. One A. vulgare individual was pricked with
a thin needle soaked in the viral solution. Fourteen days after
the infection, the pillbug became bluish and died about 4 weeks
after infection, as described in Lupetti et al. (2013). Upon death,
the pillbug was crushed with a pestle and put in a 1.5 ml
Eppendorf tube in a Tris solution. An ultra-centrifugation step
on sucrose cushion was then performed at 35,000 g for 90 min
at 4C. The pellet was resuspended in 100 ml of Tris solution.
Viral DNA was then extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini kit
(Qiagen).
2.3 Infection of S. nonagrioides larvae with IIV6
Ten fourth instar larvae of the Mediterranean corn borer S. nona-
grioides were infected with the IIV6 viral strain originally de-
scribed in Fukaya and Nasu (1966 ). Larvae were pricked using a
thin needle soaked in the viral solution. Fourteen days later, the
larvae presented a purple iridescence and they finally died
about four weeks after infection. Upon host death, viral particles
were filtered through cheesecloth and two centrifugation steps
were performed to eliminate most of host cells and tissues.
Then, an ultra-centrifugation step was performed as described
above for IIV31. Viral DNA was then extracted using the
QIAamp DNA Mini kit (Qiagen).
2.4 Infection of MRC5 cells with HCMV
MRC5 human fibroblasts were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with 10 per cent fetal
bovine serum, 4.5 g/l glucose, and 1 per cent penicillin-
streptomycin (Pen-Strep; Life Technologies) at 37C in a 5 per
cent (vol/vol) CO2 atmosphere. Before HCMV infection, MRC5
cells were grown to confluence, resulting in 3.0  104 cells per
cm2. Once confluent, the medium was removed, and serum-
free medium was added. Cells were maintained in serum-free
medium for 24 h before infection at which point, they were
infected at a multiplicity of infection of 10 pfu/cell with a clini-
cal strain of HCMV isolated from a patient in 2015. After a 2 h
adsorption period, the inoculum was aspirated, and fresh
serum-free medium was added. Cells were harvested 8 days af-
ter infection through trypsinization followed by washing in
Earle’s balanced salt solution and centrifugation at 1,100 g.
Pelleted cells were then transferred into a 15 ml Falcon tube and
cell lysis was performed by several steps of freeze/thaw cycles
in dry ice and water bath at 37C. The solution was centrifuged
at 5,000 g for 30 min at 4C and the supernatant containing viral
particles was collected. Purification of viral particles and viral
DNA extraction was performed as described above for
iridoviruses.
2.5 Sequencing
For each virus, an aliquot containing 2 mg of DNA was used to
construct a paired-end library (insert size 260 bp), which was se-
quenced on a Illumina HiSeqTM 2500 machine (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA), generating 298, 298, 582, and 308 million 151-
bp paired reads for AcMNPV, HCMV, IIV6, and IIV31, respec-
tively. For PacBio sequencing, about 15 mg of AcMNPV DNA was
used to construct one library. This library was sequenced at the
McGill University and Genome Quebec Innovation Center on
eight SMRT cells using the PacBio Sequel instrument, which
generated 3 million reads (31 Gb).
2.6 Assembly and annotation of the consensus viral
genomes
A consensus viral genome was assembled for all four viruses se-
quenced in this study. For AcMNPV, the viral assembly was
based on the long reads that altogether reached a 203,467
depth of the AcMNPV genome. All PacBio reads longer than 30
kb (68,173 out of 3,012,899 reads, corresponding to 21 coverage
depth on the viral genome) were assembled with Canu v1.5
(Koren et al. 2017; main options: -d AsmCanu-auto genomeSize
¼ 134k -pacbio-raw). The raw assembly was then polished with
Pilon v1.22 (Walker et al. 2014; default options) using the short
reads that altogether reached a 196,093 depth of the AcMNPV
genome. The polished assembly was then circularized with
ToAmos v3.1.0 (Treangen et al. 2011) and minimus2 (Sommer
et al. 2007) with default options. The assembly was then anno-
tated based on the AcMNPV-E2 strain genome (accession num-
ber KM667940.1) with the General Annotation Transfer Utility
program (Tcherepanov, Ehlers, and Upton 2006). The HCMV,
IIV6, and IIV31 genomes were assembled as follows. For each vi-
rus, read subsamples corresponding to 500 and 1,500 depth
coverage were assembled with tadpole (https://jgi.doe.gov/data-
and-tools/bbtools/bb-tools-user-guide/tadpole-guide/, version
of December 2018, options used: ‘k ¼ 17’; ‘k ¼ 31’; ‘k ¼ 60’; ‘k ¼
90’ with ‘mincov ¼ 100’). The different assemblies obtained with
17, 31, 60, and 90 mers with 500 and 1,500 depth coverage were
then assembled with Geneious version 11.0.2 (https://www.gene
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ious.com, options: de novo assembly, Geneious assembler, high
sensitivity). The final assemblies were annotated based on the
available HCMV (NC_006273.2), IIV6 (NC_003038.1), or IIV31
(NC_024451.1) genomes with the General Annotation Transfer
Utility program (Tcherepanov, Ehlers, and Upton 2006).
2.7 SV detection
Illumina reads were aligned on the viral genomes assembled in
this study using BWA (Li and Durbin 2009, options: -R ‘@RG\tID:
id\tSM: sample\tLB: lib’) and blastn (options: -outfmt 6 -max_-
target_seqs 2 -max_hsps 2). SVs were called with four different
pipelines: Pindel (Ye et al. 2009), Lumpy (Layer et al. 2014),
Fermikit (Li, 2015) and a custom Python script. Pindel and
Lumpy were run on bam files produced by BWA (options: -R
‘@RG\tID: id\tSM: sample\tLB: lib’). Fermikit is an SV caller based
on local read assembly, which uses raw reads as input. The cus-
tom python script is derived from that used in Chateigner et al.
(2015) to find large deletions using short-read pairs. The script
runs on tabular blastn output files and identifies deletions by
comparing the observed distance separating both reads of a pair
with the distance expected according to the mean library insert
size. To account for experimental variation in insert size not
due to structural variation, we only considered inter-read dis-
tances longer than 700 bp as reflecting true SVs (Supplementary
Fig. S1). Deletions of smaller genome fragments cannot be confi-
dently identified with this script. All read pairs involved in a de-
letion event of approximately the same start position, end
position (maximum length between start positions or end posi-
tions was 7 bp) and length were clustered in SV events each
characterized by an average start and end position, as well as
an average length and a number of read pairs supporting the de-
letion event. As we had no expectation regarding the final num-
ber of clusters, we followed previous studies (Mo¨nchgesang
et al. 2016; Parikh et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2018) and used a hier-
archical clustering method rather than the K-means method,
which is based on a known number of clusters. Briefly,
Euclidean distances of start and end positions were computed
between all SVs to generate a distance matrix. Then the linkage
step between SVs was performed according to the Ward method
(Ward 1963). The threshold value was automatically defined us-
ing the inconsistency method (Jain and Dubes 1988). Clustering
was performed with the ‘scipy.cluster.hierarchy’ Python pack-
age (https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/cluster.hierar
chy.html).
PacBio reads were aligned on the AcMNPV genome using
BWA and SVs were called on the bam file with sniffles
(Sedlazeck et al. 2018). SVs were also called with PbHoney
(English, Salerno, and Reid 2014), which takes raw long reads as
input. Both SV callers were run using default parameters. All SV
caller output files were treated as Variant Call Format files in
downstream analyses.
2.8 SV analyses
To remove redundancy in SVs (a given SV may be detected by
more than one SV caller), all SVs supported by three reads or
more were clustered using a hierarchical clustering approach
implemented in the ‘fastcluster’ R package (Mu¨llner 2013), the R
version of the Python package used for the custom SV Python
SV caller. To take into account the relative imprecision in the
coordinates of some clusters, we did not define clusters based
on the inconsistency method, instead we performed multiple
rounds of clustering (fourteen rounds, see below), each time us-
ing a different threshold value (Fig. 1A). The use of different
thresholds allowed us to take into account the fact that high
threshold values can induce erroneous clustering of different
SV events which coordinates are very close to each other.
Importantly however, clusters containing different types of SVs
(e.g. a deletion and an inversion which have the same coordi-
nates) are removed from the analyses. On the other hand, small
threshold values can miss clustering of identical SVs detected
by different programs due to slight differences in coordinate
precision between programs, as more particularly noted in the
case of the AcMNPV long-read dataset. The error-prone long
reads can be mapped approximately due to artefactual SNPs
and insertions/deletions (indels) present in the reads. Such
approximations can lead to different start and end coordinates
for a same SV between the different sequencing technologies
and the different alignment programs. Due to these slight dif-
ferences in coordinates for the same SV, a low threshold value
will not cluster these different coordinates sets into one cluster
but will give many clusters each with one pair of coordinates.
With only one threshold value, downstream filters would often
erroneously remove some clusters (i.e. some SVs) because all
clusters supported by only one SV caller are not considered ro-
bust and discarded in our approach. For example, if a deletion
was detected with a long-read SV caller at coordinates 5–50 and
with a short-read SV caller at coordinates 6–54, a too low
threshold value would not cluster both coordinate sets in one
cluster (one SV) supported by the two SV callers but it would
cluster them in two different clusters each supported by one SV
caller. Then, a filter in downstream analyses would remove all
clusters not supported by at least one long-read and one short-
read SV callers. Thus, the two SVs detected would be
erroneously removed whereas they in fact correspond to the
same biological SV but with slightly different mapping coordi-
nates. With a higher threshold, these two SVs detected would
be clustered together and kept as one SV. That is why we used
different threshold values.
To avoid redundancy in SV detection due to the use of many
threshold values, duplicated SVs were removed. For each data-
set, we performed a total of fourteen different clustering steps
each with a different threshold value (5; 10; 30; 50; 100; 200; 300;
400; 500; 600; 700; 800; 900; and 1,000). To further improve the
delineation between different SVs that may involve close ge-
nome breakpoint coordinates; we included read coverage in our
analysis, reasoning that different SVs may often be supported
by a different number of reads (Fig. 1B). Thus we repeated the
above-described round of clustering (involving all different four-
teen clustering threshold values) twenty-two times using
twenty-two different thresholds for the minimal number of
reads supporting each SV (4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 20; 30; 40; 50; 100;
200; 300; 400; 500; 600; 700; 800; 900; 1,000; and 1,500). The num-
ber of merged SVs differed depending on these different thresh-
old values. Some SVs could be removed by downstream filters
when too many discordant SVs were merged (more likely when
the minimum read number threshold was low) whereas the
same SVs had a lower chance to be removed by downstream fil-
ters when higher numbers of reads were used, inducing a less
aggressive clustering. All SVs obtained through these clustering
steps were retrieved and a final list of SVs was established after
removing redundancy that is, all identical SVs found under dif-
ferent thresholds were counted only once.
For the AcMNPV virus, the clustering procedure was per-
formed jointly on the Illumina and PacBio datasets. Also, to avoid
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false SV discovery due to a detection error caused by the circular
nature of the AcMNPV genome, additional filters were added for
this virus. Some long reads involved in the SVs were retrieved
and aligned on the AcMNPV genome with Geneious version 11.0.2
(https://www.geneious.com). Some of them corresponded to the
start and end coordinates of the AcMNPV consensus genome,
thus did not capture an SV event and overestimated the number
of reads supporting an SV. Empirically, we found that false SVs
were mainly supported by a few number of reads (ten to twenty
reads). SVs with a length >67 kb (half the size of the AcMNPV ge-
nome) and supported by <20 long reads or by <3 SV callers were
discarded from the analysis. After obtaining a final list of SVs for
each virus, average start position, end position and length were
calculated for each SV. Finally, viral genes corresponding to the
average start and end SV positions were identified based on the
viral genome general feature format file.
2.9 SV frequencies in viral populations
Our calculation of the SV frequency was based on the approach
commonly used to calculate SNP frequency that is, SNP cover-
age/(SNP coverage þ reference coverage) at the SNP position.
Thus, we calculated SVs frequency as follows: SV coverage/(SV
coverage þ reference coverage) at the SV position, using a per-
base coverage file of all alignments obtained with bedtools
genomecov (Quinlan and Hall 2010; option: -d) for the four SV
callers relying on the use of a bam mapping file.
2.10 Simulation of AcMNPV short reads
We simulated a mock dataset of short reads from the AcMNPV
genome with 200,000 depth, equivalent to our real dataset.
The mock reads were generated with the Grinder program
(Angly et al. 2012) with point mutations and chimeras, to mimic
Figure 1. Illustration of two important steps of the hierarchical clustering of SVs. (A) Influence of the clustering threshold value. The top panel illustrates three reads
(one long PacBio read and two short Illumina reads) mapped onto overlapping regions of the viral genome. Red asterisks correspond to sequencing errors that prevent
accurate mapping of long reads. ‘start’ and ‘end’ correspond to start and end coordinates of the SV detected by SV callers (a deletion in the case of Reads 1 and 2 and a
duplication for Read 3. The bottom panel shows how using multiple clustering thresholds prevents discarding well-supported SVs. With a low threshold, all clusters
contain a single SV because none of the SVs have the exact same coordinates. Because a downstream filter of our pipeline requires that SVs must be detected either by
both long and short reads (in the case of the AcMNPV population sequenced using both Illumina and PacBio technologies) or by two programs (in the case of the three
other large dsDNA viruses sequenced only with Illumina) to be retained, none of the SVs are retained with this low clustering threshold. With a high clustering thresh-
old, all SVs (two deletions and one duplication) end up in the same cluster because they are defined by coordinates that are close to each other. Because a downstream
filter of our pipeline requires that all SVs within a cluster must be of the same nature for a cluster to be retained, the cluster is here not considered further. With a me-
dium threshold, the deletions detected by Reads 1 and 2 are lumped into the same cluster because their coordinates are close enough and the duplication detected by
Read 3 forms another cluster because its coordinates are too far from those of the deletion. After running the downstream filters of our pipeline, Cluster 2 is retained
and one deletion is counted because it has been detected independently by long and short reads. The cluster containing the duplication is not considered further be-
cause it contains only one SV detected by short reads only. Note that although SVs supported by only one read are represented here for the sake of simplicity but our
approach only retained SVs supported by a minimum of three reads. (B) Influence of the minimum number of reads supporting a SV. On the left panel, using three
reads as the minimum number of reads required to retain SVs, ten SVs of different nature and/or supported by different numbers of reads have been detected by SV
callers. Under a given clustering threshold value, these ten SVs form five clusters, only two of which are retained (A–B and I–J) by downstream filters because they con-
tain several SVs which are all of the same nature. On the right panel, only six of the ten SVs detected on the left panel are detected by SV callers using eight reads as
the minimum number of reads required to retain SVs. With the same given clustering threshold value as in the left panel, SVs form four clusters, two of which (A, B
and C, D) are retained by downstream filters because they contain several SVs which are all of the same nature. Using multiple minimum numbers of reads supporting
SVs ensure that well-supported SVs (here the inversion in C and D) are not eliminated by downstream filters.
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a real Illumina dataset (options: ‘-coverage_fold 200,000 -
read_dist 150 uniform 0 -insert_dist 230 normal 50 -mate_orien-
tation FR -chimera_perc 5 -chimera_dist 1 -chimera_kmer 0
-mutation_dist uniform 0.3 -mutation_ratio 99.7 0.3’). The simu-
lation yielded 89,322,000 150-bp reads, on which we ran our SV
detection pipeline.
2.11 Characterization of SVs in twenty-one AcMNPV
datasets
A published experimental evolution dataset of AcMNPV,
whereby a population of this virus purified after several rounds
of infection on the cabbage looper moth (Trichoplusia ni) was
Illumina-sequenced at 187,536 average depth and was inde-
pendently passaged in ten lines of T. ni larvae and ten lines of
S. exigua larvae, each line consisting of ten successive infection
cycles (Gilbert et al. 2016). AcMNPV OB’s recovered from the last
infection cycle of each of twenty evolved AcMNPV populations
were sequenced at between 9,211 and 33,783 average depth for
the ten T. ni lines (total depth ¼ 145,386) and between 3,497
and 35,434 average depth for the ten S. exigua lines (total depth
¼ 163,610). To detect SVs in each of the twenty-one AcMNPV
Illumina datasets, we applied the method described above for
the AcMNPV Illumina dataset, involving hierarchical clustering
of the outputs of four SV callers. As long reads were not avail-
able for any of these twenty-one datasets, we restricted our
analysis of SV frequency to the 4.98 per cent most robust SVs
detected in each dataset by selecting SVs supported by two var-
iants callers (in line with the 4.98 per cent SVs jointly detected
in both short and long reads among all SVs in the first analysis
above). When the number of SVs supported by two variant call-
ers was <4.98 per cent of all SVs, we selected all SVs detected by
two variant callers plus another set corresponding to the most
frequent SVs to reach 4.98 per cent.
2.12 Transposable element insertions
Our search for host sequences integrated into viral genomes in-
volved aligning viral reads on various databases of publicly
available sequences from the very host species used in this
study or from species related to these hosts. For S. nonagrioides,
our database included all nuclear and mitochondrial genomic
and transcriptomic data of all lepidopterans available in
GenBank as of 20 January 2018 (Benson et al. 2005) and the data-
bases of all beet armyworm and cabbage looper contigs used in
Gilbert et al. (2016). To increase our chances to detect host trans-
posable element (TE) insertions, we used all TE sequences avail-
able in Repbase as of 15 October 2017 (Bao, Kojima, and Kohany
2015) and those identified with RepeatModeler (http://www.
repeatmasker.org) in 196 insect genomes in Peccoud et al. (2017).
For human, we used the GRCh38.p12 version of the human ge-
nome (GenBank assembly accession: GCA_000001405.27). For
the pillbug, we used the A. vulgare genome (Chebbi et al. 2019).
For the different host/virus systems studied, we also retrieved
non-viral reads and assembled them with the SPAdes assembler
(Bankevich et al. 2012). Then we aligned the resulting contigs on
the GenBank nr database. We also aligned these contigs against
themselves to search for terminal inverted repeats or long ter-
minal repeats that are specific sequences found at the end of
full-length TE sequences (Craig, 2002). Contigs corresponding to
full-length TE sequences were added to previous databases to
refine the search for TEs integrated in viral genomes.
Junctions between viral and host sequences were searched
in Illumina short reads following Gilbert et al. (2016). Briefly, the
raw Illumina reads were trimmed to remove adapters. Then
they were aligned separately to host genomic and transcrip-
tomic databases and to the viral genome using blastn (option
‘megablast’). Only reads aligning over at least 16 bp on the viral
genome only and over at least 16 bp on a host sequence only
were retained. Reads had to align on at least 130 bp (out of a to-
tal length of 151 bp) of their length. The overlap between align-
ment on the virus and on the host sequences was set to involve
at most 20 bp and at least 5 bp (see Supplementary Fig. S6 in
Gilbert et al. 2016).
Host sequences integrated into AcMNPV genomes were fur-
ther searched by mapping long PacBio reads on the host data-
bases with BLASR (Chaisson and Tesler 2012). BLASR tabular
outputs obtained for each host database were merged, overlap-
ping hits were identified and among them only the best-score
hit was retained. Regions not mapping on host sequences were
aligned to the viral genome with BLASR program to validate the
host/virus chimeric nature of the reads.
The observed proportion of TE sequences at read ends was
calculated by counting the number of TE sequences that were at
a read end among all the TE sequences. The expected propor-
tion of TE sequences at read ends was calculated by dividing the
total TE sequences length by the total read length. A binomial
test was performed to compare the observed and expected pro-
portions of TE sequences at read ends. Statistical analyses were
performed in R version 3.4.4 (R Core Team 2018).
3. Results
3.1 AcMNPV consensus genome
Our hybrid assembly of the AcMNPV genome yielded a 133,981-
bp consensus genome which is 99.92 per cent identical to and
15 pb longer than the AcMNPV-E2 strain (Maghodia, Jarvis, and
Geisler 2014). Both genomes diverge by sixty-three SNPs and
sixteen short (<10 bp each) indels. All sixteen indels are sup-
ported by >80 per cent of Illumina reads covering these var-
iants. These indels affect eight genes and disrupt the open
reading frame in five of them (Ac-bro, Ac-odv-e18, Ac-gp64,
AcOrf-91, and Ac-lef4). The sixty-three SNPs involve fourteen
genes (AcOrf-34, AcOrf-18, Ac-IE-1, Ac-49K, Ac-IE-0, Ac-ME53,
Ac-chitinase, AcOrf-114, Ac-helicase, AcOrf-74, Ac-lef3, A-lef8,
Ac-pcna, and Ac-odv-e66). Only two of these sixty-three SNPs
are fixed in the population, whereas the remaining sixty-one
coexist at high frequencies (65.0–98.5%) with the alternative var-
iant of the AcMNPV-E2 genome.
3.2 Nature, number and frequency of SVs in the
AcMNPV population
Our search for SVs in the AcMNPV short-read Illumina data us-
ing our clustering pipeline applied to the results of four SV call-
ers (Lumpy, fermikit, pindel, and custom Python script) yielded
22,892 variants, among which 1,141 (4.98%) were considered ro-
bust as they overlapped with the 9,421 SVs detected in the
PacBio long-read data. The 1,141 SVs comprised 464 deletions,
443 inversions, 160 duplications, and 74 insertions (Fig. 2A,
Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1). Examples of read align-
ments supporting twelve AcMNPV SVs are shown in
Supplementary Figs S2–S14. SV size ranged from 50 bp (the min-
imum size cutoff that we used) for an insertion to 66,787 bp for
an inversion (close to the maximum size cutoff), with an aver-
age of 30,496 bp (Fig. 2B). SVs were detected all along the
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AcMNPV genome, with no apparent hotspot (Fig. 3 and
Supplementary Fig. S15).
Most AcMNPV SV variants occurred at low to very low fre-
quencies, with 92.4 and 75.4 per cent of SVs having a frequency
<0.1 and 0.01 per cent, respectively (Fig. 4). Yet, taking all 1,141
SVs into account and assuming that the number of SVs per viral
genome follows a Poisson distribution, we calculated that no
less than 39.9 per cent of AcMNPV genomes are affected by a
variant (Supplementary Table S1). It is noteworthy that in spite
of being less numerous than other SVs in the AcMNPV popula-
tion, insertions were generally segregating at higher frequency,
with an overall estimate of 26.1 per cent of AcMNPV genomes
being affected by an insertion (Fig. 2C and Supplementary Table
S1). The most frequent SV in this viral population was an inser-
tion of 70 bp that increased the length of the hr4b homologous
region in 6.0 per cent of AcMNPV genomes. Interestingly, the
five most frequent SVs in this population involve intergenic
regions, non-essential or uncharacterized genes
(Supplementary Table S2), which may reflect the lower effect of
these SVs on viral fitness. We also found that the total fre-
quency of all SVs involving genes, hr, or intergenic regions was
fairly homogeneous and mostly comprised between 1.9 and 6.2
per cent (Supplementary Fig. S16). The only exception to this
pattern is the hr4b region mentioned above, which is involved
in 535 SV affecting 10.8 per cent of viral genomes. Next, we
counted the number of SVs involving each of the 151 AcMNPV
genes and classified SVs as either inactivating (SVs inducing
gene truncations) or non-inactivating (i.e. the coding capacity of
the gene remains intact). We found that 148 out of the 151 genes
were more affected by non-inactivating than by inactivating
SVs. For these 148 genes, there was on average 55 inactivating
and 100 non-inactivating SVs. Notably, the three remaining
genes are located at the extremities of the linear AcMNPV ge-
nome as we have used it for the analyses. Thus the higher num-
ber of inactivating SVs in these genes is due to a technical
effect. We also looked at the cumulative frequency of inactivat-
ing and non-inactivating SVs affecting genes. The results were
consistent with the raw numbers of SVs, with the vast majority
of genes (N ¼ 149) more frequently affected by non-inactivating
SVs than by inactivating SVs.
We then used the long-read dataset to assess the extent to
which a given viral genome can be affected by multiple SVs.
This analysis was based on the set of SV-carrying long reads
detected by Sniffles only, as only this program provides read
names in the output SV list. All 15,044 reads supporting the
1,648 SVs detected by Sniffles were retrieved. The vast majority
of these reads (N ¼ 14,783) carried a single SV, and the remain-
ing 261 reads (1.74%) carried more than one SVs. Among these,
only 13 and 1 reads, respectively carried three and four SVs. For
161 of the 261 reads carrying more than 1 SV, SV coordinates
overlapped, indicating nested SVs.
3.3 Comparison of simulated and observed SVs
To assess the extent to which technical chimeras produced dur-
ing the construction of the Illumina sequencing library may
have introduced biases in SV count and frequency calculation,
we generated a mock short-read dataset in which a proportion
of chimeric reads were introduced (see Section 2.10). To com-
pare the numbers, nature and frequency of SVs detected with
this simulated dataset to the 1,141 robust SVs detected with the
real dataset, we selected 4.98 per cent of all detected SVs using
the simulated datasets (i.e. the proportion of SVs detected by
both sequencing technologies among all SVs detected using
short reads only, see above). The 4.98 per cent most frequent
SVs supported by at least 2 SV callers were selected, which
yielded 802 SVs, corresponding to 737 deletions and 65 duplica-
tions (Supplementary Table S3). Taking all these SVs into ac-
count, we calculated that 1.47 per cent of AcMNPV genomes
carry one SV detected with the simulated dataset (assuming the
number of SVs by viral genome follows a Poisson distribution).
These results show that technical chimeras can induce a sub-
stantial number of false positives using our SV detection pipe-
line. However, the SV profile and frequency of viral genomes
calculated to carry these variants widely differ between the
simulated (737 deletions and 65 duplications; 1.47%) and real
dataset (464 deletions, 443 inversions, 160 duplications, 74
insertions; 39.9%), strongly suggesting that the vast majority of
SVs detected by both sequencing technologies in the real data-
set are indeed biological. Note that the number of SVs due to
technical chimeras that we detect in the mock dataset is likely
overestimated because we chose to simulate reads with 5 per
cent of chimeras, which corresponds to some of the highest
technical chimera rates observed in previous studies (Go¨rzer
et al. 2010; Peccoud et al. 2018).
The construction of PacBio sequencing libraries, which
involves a blunt-end ligation step, can also induce the forma-
tion of a substantial number of artefactual chimeras (Tallon
et al. 2014; Griffith et al. 2018). However, the conditions and
rates at which such chimeras are generated have been less
Figure 2. Number, size, and frequency of SVs in the four viral populations. (A) Number of detected SVs by SV type for the four viruses. No insertions were detected in
the HCMV and IIV6 viral population. Insertions were only detected in long-read AcMNPV and in the IIV31 short reads. (B) Boxplots representing the size of detected SVs
by SV type for the four viral populations. (C) Frequency of viral genomes carrying SVs shown by SV type for the four viral populations. The frequency was computed
considering SV number per viral genome follows a Poisson distribution. DEL, deletion; DUP, duplication; INS, insertion; INV, inversion.
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Figure 3. Map of the circular AcMNPV genome illustrating all SVs present in more than 0.1 per cent of the viral population sequenced with Illumina and PacBio technol-
ogies. Each SV is illustrated by a curve linking their start and end coordinates. Histograms on top of SVs correspond to the relative frequency of each SV, with the most
frequent SV involving hr4b.
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Figure 4. Number of SVs by 0.001 per cent frequency bin detected in the AcMNPV population sequenced using Illumina and PacBio technologies. Only the first 100 fre-
quency bins are shown. The vast majority of SVs (92%) are present in viral genomes at a very low frequency (<0.01%).
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studied than those produced during the construction of
Illumina libraries. Currently available simulators of long PacBio
reads do not offer the possibility to generate chimeras (Ono,
Asai, and Hamada 2013; Sto¨cker, Ko¨ster, and Rahmann 2016;
Wei and Zhang 2018; Zhang, Jia, and Wei 2019). Thus, we did
not estimate the number of SVs possibly due to artificial long-
read chimeras that we can detect with our pipeline.
3.4 Characterization of SVs in twenty-one AcMNPV
datasets
The finding of a large number of SVs in AcMNPV populations
raised the question of their persistence over several rounds of
infection. To investigate SV dynamics during viral evolution, we
used a published experimental evolution dataset of AcMNPV,
whereby a population of this virus purified after several rounds
of infection on the cabbage looper moth (T. ni) was Illumina-
sequenced at 187,536 average depth and was independently
passaged in ten lines of T. ni larvae and ten lines of S. exigua lar-
vae, each line consisting of ten successive infection cycles (see
Gilbert et al. 2016 and Section 2). Overall, this analysis revealed
that the number of SVs shared by the parental T. ni population
and any of the twenty evolved populations was always low
(from 1 [0.07%] to 46 [3.9%] out of the 1,158 SVs detected in the
parental T. ni population; Fig. 5A and B), and that the vast major-
ity of SVs were only present in one population (Fig. 5D). Of note,
one SV present in the G0 population was found in eight T. ni
datasets and in six S. exigua datasets. It is a duplication of 62,654
bp involving the hr2 and hr4b regions in very low frequency in
the parental population (0.008%) that increased in frequency in
some evolved populations (>4%, represented in red in Fig. 5C).
3.5 Analyses of SVs supported by short reads in
populations of HCMV, IIV6, and IIV31
To assess the extent to which SVs may affect viruses other than
AcMNPV, we generated short-read datasets for two invertebrate
iridoviruses, IIV6, and IIV31, respectively passaged on caterpillars
of the Mediterranean corn borer (S. nonagrioides) and the pillbug A.
vulgare, and for human CMV passaged on MRC5 cells. The IIV6 ge-
nome we assembled was 210,812 bp in length, 99.51 per cent iden-
tical to and 1,670 bp shorter than the closest reference genome
available in NCBI, that of the Chilo iridescent virus IIV6 (accession
number AF303741.1). Over the 468 genes annotated in the refer-
ence IIV6 genome, 435 were recovered in our IIV6 assembly and
used for downstream analyses. Among these 4thirty-five genes,
twenty-two have a weak protein similarity (<60%) with those in
the reference genome. The differences between our assembly and
the reference genome were due to seventy-one insertions and
fifty-four deletions, including twenty-one insertions and fifteen
deletions located within genes without changing the open read-
ing frame. Our assembly of the IIV31 genome was 219,807 bp in
length, 99.90 per cent identical to and 415 bp shorter than the
A. vulgare iridescent virus reference genome (accession number
HF920637.1). A total of 193 out of 203 genes from the reference ge-
nome were retrieved in the assembly. The difference in length
with the reference genome was due to thirty-seven insertions
and forty-six deletions, among which eight insertions and eleven
deletions were localized in open reading frames (without disrup-
tion). Finally, the HCMV genome we assembled was 234,915 bp in
length, 97.69 per cent identical to and 731 bp shorter than its clos-
est reference genome available in NCBI, that of the Merlin strain
(accession number KP745639.1). A total of 151 genes out of 154 an-
notated in the Merlin strain were recovered in our assembly. The
difference in length was due to ninety-two insertions and eighty-
Table 1. Numbers, frequencies and lengths of SVs detected in AcMNPV, HCMV, IIV6, and IIV31 populations.
SV type Number of SVs Frequency (%) Minimum length (bp) Average length (bp) Maximum length (bp)
AcMNPV
DEL 464 11.91 52 29,318 66,712
DUP 160 2.05 290 38,898 66,488
INS 74 26.11 50 159 2,723
INV 443 5.70 55 33,762 66,787
Total 1,141 39.87 50 30,496 66,787
HCMV
DEL 48 12.43 54 16,211 78,246
DUP 80 9.69 156 7,386 132,989
INS 0 0 0 0 0
INV 556 42.30 55 10,825 205, 218
Total 684 54.37 54 10,800 205, 218
IIV6
DEL 346 47.16 52 10,060 207,988
DUP 113 8.90 171 21,386 180,808
INS 0 0 0 0 0
INV 643 1.14 105 61,168 206,392
Total 1,102 52.41 52 41,042 207,988
IIV31
DEL 97 76.58 55 15,004 209,948
DUP 12 0.11 212 36,295 139,680
INS 7 6.72 58 63 66
INV 310 8.60 100 58,550 203,305
Total 426 80.06 55 47,046 209,948
The frequency refers to the percentage of viral genomes affected by the SV type, assuming that it follows a Poisson distribution. DEL, deletions; DUP, duplications; INS,
insertions; INV, inversions. The frequencies were computed assuming the number of SVs per viral genome follows a Poisson distribution. Details about each SV
detected in the four viral genomes are provided in Supplementary Tables S1, S4–S6.
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three deletions among which thirty-four insertions and twenty-
two deletions affected open reading frames (without disruption).
The four variant callers used to identify AcMNPV SVs in
short reads were run on the three additional viruses. As previ-
ously, we conservatively estimated the number of robust SVs as
4.98 per cent of the total number of SVs identified with the four
variant callers. Following this approach, we counted a total of
684,426 and 1,102 SVs in HCMV, IIV31, and IIV6 datasets, respec-
tively (Table 1 and Supplementary Tables S4–S6). We estimated
that overall 54.4, 80.1, and 52.4 per cent of the HCMV, IIV31, and
IIV6 viral genomes, respectively, were affected by SVs, assuming
the number of SVs in viral genomes follows a Poisson distribu-
tion (Fig. 2). The two most abundant SV types affecting IIV31
and IIV6 genomes were deletions and inversions, while duplica-
tions and inversions were the main events occurring in the
HCMV genomes (Fig. 2A). It is noteworthy that about 76.6 and
47.2 per cent of IIV31 and IIV6 genomes were affected by dele-
tions, respectively. Furthermore, >42 per cent of HCMV
genomes carried an inversion (Fig. 2C). SV sizes were very het-
erogeneous, ranging from 52 bp for a deletion in IIV6 genomes
to 209,948 bp for a deletion in IIV31 genomes. The average mean
size of SVs was 10,800, 47,046, and 41,042 bp in HCMV, IIV31,
and IIV6, respectively (Fig. 2B). For all three viruses, SVs
were detected all along the genome, suggesting no region was
devoid of SVs (Supplementary Fig. S15). The five most frequent
SVs in IIV6, IIV31, and HCMV populations mainly involve
intergenic regions, non-essential or uncharacterized genes
(Supplementary Table S2). Strikingly, the five most frequent SVs
in the IIV6 population involve the 444 gene (unknown function)
and account for >25 per cent of the SV frequency in the viral
population.
3.6 TE insertions in viral genomes
The seventy-four insertions detected in the AcMNPV population
isolated from S. exigua and sequenced using both short- and
Figure 5. Dynamics of SVs in twenty evolved AcMNPV lines. (A) Red circles show the number of SVs detected in ten AcMNPV populations which were each purified after
ten infection cycles on larvae of the beet armyworm (S. exigua). The green circle shows the number of SVs detected in the parental population of AcMNPV purified from
larvae of the cabbage looper moth (T. ni). The size of the circle is proportional to the number of SVs and the frequency of viral genomes carrying a SV is given between
brackets, assuming the number of SVs per viral genome follows a Poisson distribution. The thickness of the lines linking the parental AcMNPV population to each of
the ten evolved populations is proportional to the number of shared SVs (numbers in black on the lines). (B) Same as in A except that the ten evolved AcMNPV popula-
tions were purified after ten infection cycles on larvae of the same species (T. ni) as that used to generate the parental AcMNPV population. (C) Frequency of the ten
most frequent SVs detected among the twenty-one viral populations and which were initially present in the parental AcMNPV population. One color corresponds to
one SV. The ‘G0’ population refers to the parental population. The S0–S9 populations refer to the populations evolved on S. exigua larvae. The T0–T9 populations refer
to populations evolved on T. ni. Note that no SVs reached >10 per cent in frequency in any AcMNPV population. (D) Number of SVs present in the parental AcMNPV
population that were also detected in one to ten evolved viral populations. Most SVs were only detected in one evolved population (seventy-four in S. exigua and forty-
six in T. ni).
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long-read technologies all corresponded to insertions of
AcMNPV sequences. These insertions could be considered
duplications, but they were not classified as such by SV callers,
presumably because duplicated sequences were not in tandem
or located sufficiently close to each other along the AcMNPV ge-
nome. SV callers did not identify any insertion of non-AcMNPV
DNA, which is somewhat surprising because our earlier works,
based on twenty-one AcMNPV populations reanalyzed here,
have shown that a large number of host TEs systematically inte-
grate into AcMNPV genomes during infection (Gilbert et al.
2016). Using the same method as in Gilbert et al. (2016), we
searched for host TEs in the short reads of the new AcMNPV
population sequenced in this study. We identified 4,993 virus–
host TE junctions involving one and nine superfamilies of
Classes 1 and 2 TEs, respectively, and yielding an estimate of 1.5
per cent viral genomes harboring a host TE in this population
(Table 2). Using the long-read dataset, we were further able to
retrieve a total of 524 full-length TE copies from three Class 1
and six Class 2 TE superfamilies (Fig. 6). Another 1,233 TEs were
identified in long reads as truncated copies. In contrast, no TE
insertion was found using the Gilbert et al. (2016) pipeline in the
HCMV, IIV6, and IIV31 genome populations.
4. Discussion
Although SVs have been implicated as an important source of
viral evolution in several large dsDNA viruses (Lo´pez-Ferber
et al. 2003; Elde et al. 2012; Mahiet et al. 2012; Chateigner et al.
2015; File´e, 2015; Karamitros et al. 2018; Sasani et al. 2018), the
full spectrum and overall frequency of SVs carried by popula-
tions of these viruses has never been probed using
high-throughput sequencing. Here, we begin tackling this issue
by focusing on three invertebrate viruses for which obtaining
large quantities of DNA from in vivo infections was possible
(AcMNPV, IIV6, and IIV31) as well as on one human virus repli-
cated in cell lines (HCMV). The rationale followed in this study
to robustly estimate a minimum number of SVs segregating in
populations of these large dsDNA viruses is that given that
short- and long-read sequencing technologies are not affected
by the same biases inducing the formation of technical chime-
ras (Tallon et al. 2014; Tsai et al., 2014; Griffith et al. 2018;
Peccoud et al. 2018), SVs detected by both types of data can be
considered biological. Although likely conservative, this ap-
proach revealed that populations of AcMNPV can carry more
than one thousand SVs together affecting almost 40 per cent of
genomes. Based on the proportion of AcMNPV SVs detected by
both sequencing technologies among all SVs detected by
Illumina sequencing only (4.98%) we have estimated that much
like in AcMNPV, several hundreds to more than 1,000 SVs can
be found in populations of three other large dsDNA viruses
(HCMV, IIV6, and IIV31). The number of SVs found in these
dsDNA viruses is thus similar to those circulating in RNA virus
populations (Jaworski and Routh 2017). Our results are in agree-
ment with earlier molecular biology studies (Mahiet et al. 2012)
and further contribute to unveil SVs as an important facet of
the biology of large dsDNA viruses.
The large number of programs that have been developed to
detect SVs in short- and long-sequencing reads all rely on differ-
ent approaches involving different algorithms and/or are based
on different mapping strategies. Integrating the results of these
various programs to detect as many robust SVs as possible was
a challenge. While some meta-callers pooling the results of sev-
eral SV callers exist (Wong et al. 2010; Mohiyuddin et al. 2015;
Zarate et al. 2018), they were all geared to SVs detection in
gigabase-sized genomes sequenced at <100, conditions that
vastly differ from our study of kilobase-sized genomes se-
quenced at depth ranging from >3,000 to >200,000. We thus
developed our own meta-calling approach based on hierarchical
clustering of SVs detected by only some of the programs that
are available. Our choice of programs was guided by limitations
of some of these programs to effectively analyze our data. For
example, Manta (Chen et al. 2016), Delly (Rausch et al. 2012),
and Wham (Kronenberg et al. 2015) were unable to detect more
than thirty SVs in the AcMNPV Illumina datasets, likely because
they were benchmarked on data corresponding to <50 se-
quencing depth or they automated the exclusion of deeply cov-
ered regions (Kronenberg et al. 2015; Chen et al. 2016). On a
related methodological note, we further monitored the
Table 2. Characteristics of TE insertions detected in AcMNPV short-
read data.
TE
superfamily
Number of
unique chimeric
reads
Number of
chimeric reads
including PCR
duplicates
Insertion
frequency (%)
Sola 2,347 2,956 0.7
Harbinger 1,154 1,305 0.3
Gypsy 495 562 0.13
Mariner 361 1,078 0.24
piggyBac 349 398 0.09
Copia 180 319 0.07
Transib 51 57 0.01
MuLE 33 35 0.007
Helitron 22 22 0.005
hAT 1 10 0.002
Total 4,993 6,742 1.554
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Figure 6. Number of TEs integrated as full-length copies for the nine TE superfa-
milies found in the AcMNPV genomes. Six and three TE superfamilies belong to
Classes II and I TEs, respectively. The major part of full-length inserted TE
sequences belong to the Class II TE superfamilies (480 complete TE sequences
out of 524), mainly to the PiggyBac TE superfamily.
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influence sequencing depth has on the detection of SVs by sub-
sampling our >200,000 AcMNPV Illumina dataset at depths
ranging from 50 to 50,000 and running our SV detection pipe-
line on these subsamples. We found that sequencing depth had
a strong impact on the number of detected SVs, with <150 SVs
detected at depths 50,000 compared with the 1,141 SVs
detected at >200,000 (Supplementary Fig. S17). Thus, a large
fraction of low frequency variants segregating in viral popula-
tions cannot be detected with our approach unless extremely
high-sequencing depths are generated.
SVs have never been characterized in IIV6 and IIV31 so we
cannot compare the nature of the SVs detected in this study to
previous studies. In regard to HCMV, Karamitros et al. (2018)
performed long-read sequencing of the TB40/E strain, which en-
abled precise characterization of a 1,348-bp deletion located be-
tween genes UL144 and UL145. This SV was not identified in our
HCMV short-read data; instead we found a deletion of a 350-bp
intergenic region located between these same two genes with a
frequency of 0.09 per cent. The two SVs are different, but they
show that this genomic region is susceptible to deletions in
both strains. Regarding AcMNPV, Chateigner et al. (2015)
characterized short deletions in a population of this virus using
short-read sequencing. The majority of deletions were found to
involve hr1, hr2, hr3, and hr4b, which are homologous regions
scattered around the AcMNPV genome thought to serve as ori-
gin of replication (Pearson et al. 1992; Kool et al. 1995). Here, we
found 114 AcMNPV SVs involving hr regions in the population
sequenced by both Illumina and PacBio technologies. We calcu-
lated that seven per cent of AcMNPV genomes harbor one SV in-
volving an hr. These SVs correspond to 103 deletions, six
inversions, three duplications, and two insertions. The hr
regions most frequently involved in SVs are hr2, hr3, hr4b, and
hr5, which is concordant with Chateigner et al. (2015) and fur-
ther highlights the role of AcMNPV hr regions in producing SVs.
The fact that the majority of SVs are present at low to very
low frequencies in all viral populations indicates they are likely
deleterious and thus unlikely to persist over many rounds of
replication. Accordingly, we found a higher frequency of non-
inactivating versus inactivating SVs in most AcMNPV genes and
very few SVs were shared between the parental T. ni AcMNPV
population and the twenty populations of this virus that under-
went ten infection cycles on T. ni or S. exigua. These findings
echo the low number of TE insertions we found to be shared be-
tween the parental T. ni and the twenty evolved AcMNPV popu-
lations in our earlier study (Gilbert et al. 2016) and indicate that
much like TE insertions, other SVs are continuously gained and
lost at high rates during viral replication. This rapid SV turnover
likely involve recombination (Crouch and Passarelli 2002;
Kamita, Maeda, and Hammock 2003; Sijmons et al., 2015; Cudini
et al. 2019) as well as errors in viral genome replication
(Kilpatrick and Huang 1977; van Oers and Vlak 2007) and DNA
repair (Kulkarni and Fortunato 2011; Xiaofei and Kowalik 2014;
Renzette et al. 2015). It would be interesting to assess the rela-
tive importance of each of these mechanisms in generating
structural diversity in the future.
It has been proposed that large SVs, including gene captures,
gene duplications, and deletions play a crucial role in the adap-
tation of large dsDNA viruses to new hosts (Elde et al. 2012; File´e
2013; The´ze´ et al. 2015; Sasani et al. 2018). Our study was not
designed to assess the adaptive role of SVs but it is noteworthy
that the experiment producing the twenty-one AcMNPV short-
read datasets involved a host switch from T. ni to S. exigua lar-
vae. In this context, an independent increase in the frequency
of a given SV in several AcMNPV lines replicated on S. exigua
(coupled to no increase of the same SV in AcMNPV lines repli-
cated on T. ni) would have provided an indication that this SV
might have been involved in adaptation. Our analysis did not
reveal any evidence of such a situation, nor did it reveal any
case of polymorphic insertion involving a host gene. One reason
for the absence of detectable adaptive AcMNPV SV after switch-
ing the virus from T. ni to S. exigua might be that in spite of di-
verging by more than 60 Myrs (Toussaint et al. 2012) the two
noctuids used to generate those lines are too closely related to
expect any major viral adaptation during a switch from one
host to the other. Another possibility is that large SVs such as
those on which we focused in this study are in fact rarely in-
volved in viral adaptation because their effects on viral replica-
tion are too large. Interestingly, close inspection and
comparison of the newly assembled consensus genome of the
four viruses with the closest genomes available in GenBank
revealed a number of differences involving small (<50 bp) var-
iants. Since the GenBank viruses most closely related to
AcMNPV, HCMV, and IIV6 were sequenced from different hosts
(Sf9 cells for AcMNPV, E1SM fibroblasts for HCMV, and CF-124
cells for IIV6) compared with this study, it is possible that the
change in frequency of these small variants are due to their ef-
fect on the viral fitness in the different hosts. Interestingly,
small variants are also found between our IIV31 genome and its
closest relative in GenBank even though both viruses were iso-
lated from A. vulgare (Piegu et al. 2014). These differences could
be due to virus adaptation to different genetic backgrounds in
pillbug populations or neutral genomic changes. Small variants
may be more often involved in adaptation to host switches than
larger ones because of their smaller effect on viral replication.
Yet, it is also possible that several of these variants have no ef-
fect on viral fitness and became fixed through drift.
The short-read sequencing of a new AcMNPV population pu-
rified from S. exigua confirms our earlier observation of thou-
sands of host TEs integrated in AcMNPV genomes (Gilbert et al.
2016). One limitation of short reads to analyze host TEs inte-
grated into viral genomes is that it is impossible to assess
whether reads mapping entirely on TEs originate from TE copies
integrated into the virus genome or from copies integrated into
contaminating fragments of the host genome. Thus, the com-
pleteness of TE copies integrated into AcMNPV genomes cannot
be assessed using short reads. In agreement with previous low-
throughput approaches (Fraser et al., 1995; Jehle et al. 1995,
1997), our long-read sequencing data shows that within an
AcMNPV population, hundreds of TEs are integrated into
AcMNPV genomes as full length copies. Although the high error
rate of PacBio sequencing does not allow assessment of
whether these TE copies are free from non-sense mutations,
such high numbers of full length copies suggest that many of
these TE are functional and potentially able to further jump
from the viral genome into another genome, which may be that
of another host infected by AcMNPV. Thus, our results further
support the role of AcMNPV as potential vector of horizontal
transfer of TEs between insects (Miller and Miller, 1982; Gilbert
et al. 2014, 2016; Gilbert and Cordaux 2017).
The finding of many TEs integrated into AcMNPV genomes
contrasts with the absence of TEs in all consensus baculovirus
genomes sequenced so far, which suggests that TE insertions
never reach high frequencies in viral populations (Gilbert et al.
2016). Thus, though the rate of TE transfer from host to virus is
relatively high, the probability of TEs to have either a positive or
no impacts on the virus fitness, and thus to increase in fre-
quency in a viral population, is extremely low. The absence of
polymorphic host gene insertions in AcMNPV populations
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surprisingly contrasts with the relatively large number of host
genes that have been captured by baculoviruses during their
evolution (Hughes and Friedman 2003; The´ze´ et al. 2015). Thus,
contrary to TEs, while host genes may rarely end up integrated
into baculovirus genomes, their chances to improve viral fitness
may be much higher than that of TEs.
The finding of many truncated TE copies in AcMNPV long
reads is also interesting considering that the majority (895 out
of 1,233) of these truncated copies begin or terminate the read
in which they were found that is, they are flanked by viral
sequences only at one of their ends. The high number of trun-
cated TEs at the extremities of long reads does not correspond
to what would be expected if truncated TEs were randomly dis-
tributed in long reads (exact binomial test, P-value < 2.2*1016,
see Section 2). It is thus possible that at least a subset of trun-
cated TE copies at read extremities correspond to the very ex-
tremity of linear AcMNPV genome molecules. In turn, such
linear AcMNPV genomes could result from aborted transposi-
tion that led to the formation of truncated TE copies.
Interestingly, linearized AcMNPV genomes are known to be 15-
to 150-fold less infectious than circular forms (Kitts, Ayres, and
Possee 1990). Thus, linearization of AcMNPV genomes mediated
by aborted transposition could be viewed as beneficial by-
product of transposition, which may impede or slow down
AcMNPV replication. Here, the number of potentially linear
AcMNPV genomes containing truncated TE copies is relatively
low compared with TE-free genomes in the population we se-
quenced. Thus, the potential impact transposition-induced lin-
earization may have on AcMNPV replication is unlikely to be
significant in S. exigua. Yet, the possible antiviral protection con-
ferred by aborted transposition of host TEs may be viewed as a
form of cooperation between TEs and their hosts (Cosby, Chang,
and Feschotte 2019) and worthy of further investigation in other
host/baculovirus systems.
Finally, the absence of TE copies integrated in HCMV, IIV6,
and IIV31 contrasts with their widespread occurrence in
AcMNPV. It may be explained either by a low TE activity in hu-
man MRC5 cells, S. nonagrioides and A. vulgare, and/or by a weak
capacity for the virus to carry supplementary genomic loads
like TEs. This observation also contributes to make AcMNPV a
better carrier of host TEs than other large dsDNA viruses, which,
combined with its specificity for lepidopterans, may in part ex-
plain the higher number of horizontal transfer of TEs recently
inferred in these compared with other arthropods (Reiss et al.
2019).
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